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Open House attracts thousands to campus
Patrick Leiva
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Ihc C'al Poly campus was on full 
display this past weekend as thou­
sands of visitors flocked to the uni­
versity for Open House. For many, 
the event was a chance to learn more 
about what the university can offer 
and also a chance to see the involve­
ment of C2al Poly students.
Matt justus, co-chair of the Open 
House ('.ommittee, said the event 
focused on prospective students 
who had been accepted to C'al Poly, 
offering knowledge about how they 
would fit at the university. He said 
there were around 8,500 prospective 
students and families present Friday 
for the academic showcase and an 
estimated 25 ,000 people came for 
the campus showcase on Saturday. 
Ihe crowds on Saturday consisted 
of current students, community 
members and alumni that joined 
the visiting prospective students for 
the event.
justus said the goal was to show­
case every aspect of the university
and build excitement amongst those 
in attendance.
“Our biggest focus was really on 
the admitted students and getting 
them excited about coming to Clal 
Poly,” Justus said. “We wanted to 
show them the different hands-on 
activities that we do here and learn 
more about the learn-by-doing phi­
losophy.”
For many families, this event 
was the first opportunity they had 
to view the campus. Many students 
and parents were impressed by the 
accessibility and availability of ev­
eryone involved throughout the 
university.
Yolanda Macias was one o f the 
many mothers who came to C'al 
Poly to learn more about the cam­
pus with her incoming freshman son 
Robert Macias, who will be studying 
mechanical engineering. She said 
she was pleasantly surprised by the 
open house event and was pleased to 
learn about some of the professors 
and resources available.
“ Ihe professors seem down to
see Open House, page 4
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More than 40,000 people visited campus on Friday and Saturday to participate in C^ aJ Poly’s 17th annual Open Flouse. 
While Friday’s events were focused on academics, on Saturday, prospective and admitted students, their families and com­
munity members browsed more than 200 club booths and watched performances held on Dexter l.awn.
University Graphic Systems 
to partner with Northridge
Erin Hurley
L R I S M l ’ Rl KV.MD{rf'( ;MAIl .COM
C i^l Poly’s University Cjraphic Sys­
tems (UCiS) is teaming up with C'al 
State Northridge’s C'enter for Vi­
sual C'ommunication (VISCX)M) 
to provide communication services 
for both universities. VISCX^M is 
Northridge’s student-run advertis­
ing and marketing center.
C]al Poly Ciraphic Communica­
tions department head and pro- 
fes.sor Harvey Levenson has been 
working with Northridge Provost 
fHrold ffellenbrand for nearly a 
year, exploring the idea o f combin­
ing the printing company and the 
advertising agency.
l.evenson was presented with 
the idea last spring by Ffellen- 
brand, who served as the dean o f 
C'al Poly’s College o f Liberal Arts 
for six years before leaving for C'al 
State Northridge in 2004. Leven­
son said the idea had enormous po­
tential for both universities.
“Once the idea was put out 
there last spring, a team from VIS- 
CX)M came to Cal Poly to check 
out UCiS, and 1 think they were 
blown away by UCiS’s potential,” 
Levenson said.
UCLS is the only printing com ­
pany in the country that produces 
a completely on-campus student- 
run daily (four days a week) 
newspaper, the Mustang Daily, in 
color.
VISC'OM and UCS are both 
student-run companies that take 
on clients and give students real- 
world experience. But instead o f 
printing, VISCC^M focuses on 
designing print and Web market­
ing campaigns. After the team 
visited last year, VISCX^M gave 
UCi S a few small printing jobs to 
see how the company would per­
form. UCiS general manager Jas­
per Ciasey said he felt Northridge 
was impressed.
“ Ihose first jobs went really 
well, and then the whole rela­
tionship really came together. If 
everything keeps going well, VIS- 
CiOM will become a regular cus­
tomer for us.” Ciasey said, “We’re 
hoping to get bigger printing jobs 
from them in the near future and 
become a technical adviser for 
their agency."
Ihe VISCiOM staff also has 
high hopes for the relationship. 
Dave Moon, the agency’s manag­
in ’ l/GS, page 4
Distrust of government deepening, 
according to Pew Research poii
Steven Thomma
MCC1.ATCHY NEWSPAPERS
W ASHINGTON —  Already wary 
of the federal government, Ameri­
cans have grown even more criti­
cal, less trusting and even fearful of 
Uncle Sam since President Barack 
Obama took office, according to
Congress.
“By almost every conceivable 
measure, Americans are less positive 
and more critical of government 
these days,” said the report from the 
non-partisan Pew Research ('enter.
IFie center said its new survey 
found “a perfect storm of conditions 
associated with distrust o f govern­
F ru s tra tio n  w ith  
g o v e rn m en t is n o th in g  
new . G ro w in g  a n g e r  is .
—  Pew Research Center report
an exhaustive new study being re- 
lea.sed Monday.
Ihe in-depth poll found Amer­
icans not only rejecting the idea 
of an activist government, but a 
growing number urging its power 
be curtailed, Ifie findings reinforce 
the anti-big government message 
o f tea party rallies and suggest 
anew that incumbents, particularly 
Democrats, face a strong headwind 
in this fall’s elections for control of
ment —  a dismal economy, an un- 
happy public, bitter partisan-based 
backlash and epic discontent with 
Congress and elected officials.”
A key finding: Americans oppose 
greater government control over the 
economy by a margin of 51-40 per­
cent.
Ihat’s a reversal from just a year 
ago, when they supported greater 
government control by a margin of 
54-37 percent.
Ihere’s one big exception, how­
ever. A solid majority, 61 percent, do 
want greater government regulation 
of the financial industry, something 
Obama and the Democratic majori­
ties in Congress are pushing now.
IFie March 11-21 poll of 2,505 
Americans was compared to earlier 
surveys in 1997, 1998 and 2000. 
While those Clinton-era polls also 
found mistrust of government. Pew 
noted, the anti-government senti­
ment had dropped from earlier in . 
the 1990s, and the desire for govern­
ment activism was holding steady.
Now, the trend is the opposite. 
Just 22 percent say they trust the 
government almost always or most 
o f the time, among the lowest in a 
half century o f polling.
At the same time, a broad swath 
of Americans, 56 percent, say they 
are frustrated with the government, 
the same as a decade ago.
But 21 percent say they are angry 
about the government, double the 
10 percent who felt that way in Feb­
ruary 2000, And only 19 percent 
say they are content with the federal 
government, down sharply from 33 
percent in February 2000.
“Frustration with government is 
nothing new,” said Pew. “Growing 
anger is.”
Health, Environment 8  Technology
Ocean acidification on the rise
Clean Water Act could help with greenhouse gas emissions
By Les Biumenthal
M CV I.A r<; H Y N KWS I*A P K RS
W A SH IN crrO N  - Ihc Fn- 
vironmeiual Protection Agency 
is exploring whether to use the 
('lean Water Act to control 
greenhouse gas emissions, which 
are turning the oceans acidic at 
a rate that's alarmed some scien­
tists.
With climate change legis­
lation stalled in (a)ngress, the 
(dean Water Act would serve as 
a second Iront, as the Obama 
administration has sought to 
use the (dean Air Act to rein in 
emissions ol carbon dioxide and 
other greenhouse gases adminis­
tratively.
Since the dawn oi the indus­
trial age, acid levels in the oceans 
have increased 30 percent. C'ur- 
rently, the oceans are absorbing 
22 million tons o f carbon diox­
ide a day.
Among other things, sci­
entists worry that the increase 
in acidity could interrupt the
delicate marine food chain, which 
ranges from microscopic plankton 
to whales.
" Ihere are all sorts of evils as­
sociated with this," said Robert 
Paine, an emeritus professor of 
biology at the University o f Wash­
ington.
Ihe situation is especially acute 
along the West (d)ast. Northwest 
winds during the summer cause 
upwelling, which brings deep wa­
ter to the surface along the conti­
nental shelf from Queen Charlotte 
Sound in British Columbia to Baja 
('alifornia.
Ihc water in the deep Pacific 
Ocean is already more acidic than 
shallower water is because it’s ab­
sorbed the carbon dioxide that's 
produced as animals and plants 
decompose. Some o f the deep wa­
ter in the Pacific hasn't been to the 
surface for 1,000 or more years.
By the end of the century, that 
deep water is expected to be 150 
percent more acidic than it is now, 
and as it's brought to the surface 
by upwelling, it’s exposed to even
more carbon dioxide.
" Ihe immensity of the problem 
on the West Coast is of serious 
concern," said Richard Feely, ati 
oceanographer w'irh the National 
Oceanic and Atmtispheric Admin­
istration in Seattle.
Scientists suspect that acidic 
water connected with upwelling 
killed several billion oyster, clam 
and mussel larvae that were being, 
raised at the Whiskey Creek Shell­
fish Hatchery near Fillamook on 
the Oregon coast in the summer of 
2008. Ihe hatchery provides haby 
shellfish to growers up and down 
the West Coast.
Shellfish growers in Washing­
ton state, who supply one-sixth of 
the nation's oysters, increasingly 
are concerned that corrosive ocean 
water entering coastal bays could 
threaten their $111 million indus­
try.
Acid levels in other areas o f up­
welling off Africa, South America 
and Portugal haven't been studied 
as inten.scly as tho.se off the U.S. 
West Coast have.
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Hedy said the oceans' acidity 
levels were higher than they'd been 
at any time in the past 20 million 
years. Based on "pretty good" evi­
dence, Feely said, previous high 
acid levels in the oceans have 
caused mass extinctions of marine 
plants and animals, which can take 
2 million to 10 million years to re­
evolve.
" Ihe decisions we make now, 
over the next 50 years, will be felt 
over hundreds o f thousands of 
years," he said.
Ihe Clean Water Act considers 
high acidity a pollutant, but the 
standard hasn't been updated since 
it was written in 1976. Ihe act has 
been used previously to help com­
bat acid rain and mercury emis­
sions.
Originally, the (Center for Bio­
logical Diversity, a San Francisco- 
based environmental group, asked 
Washington state to use the (dean 
Water Act to regulate emissions 
that add to the ocean's acidity. Un­
der the act, states have to update 
their lists o f "imperiled waters" ev­
ery two years and come up with 
cleanup plans.
In rejecting the request, of­
ficials at the state's Department 
o f Ecology said that while they 
understood the concern about 
ocean acidification, there wasn't 
enough data about specific bod­
ies o f water in the state to justify 
any listings.
When the EPA agreed with 
Washington state, the Center for 
Biological Diversity petitioned 
the federal agency to start using 
the Clean Water Act to control 
the oceans' rising acidity.
In late March, the EPA pub­
lished a Fedetal Register notice 
seeking public comment on 
whether the (dean Water Act 
could be used.
"It’s not 100 percent clear 
where we go here," Suzanne 
Schwartz, the deputy director 
of the liPA's Office o f Wetlands, 
Oceans and Watersheds, said in 
an interview. " Ihis is not an easy 
issue. We are trying to figure out 
how to proceed."
Schwartz said the agency was 
looking to see whether there 
were more efficient ways to deal 
with ocean acidification than 
using the (dean Water Act. She 
also said the cleanup mechanism 
used in the act controlling total 
daily maximum loads o f pollut­
ants was aimed more at single 
sources o f pollution than at a 
broader swath.
"There are questions about 
how effective the Clean Water 
Act will be," she said. "Honest­
ly, we don't know what we are 
going to do."
The public comment period 
lasts 60 days. Schwartz said the 
F'PA should reach some conclu­
sions by November.
Environmentalists said the 
Clean Water Act would be a 
"good fit" with the effort to con­
trol carbon dioxide emissions.
"Our overall goal is to get 
regulation o f carbon dioxide 
under the act," said Miyoko 
Sakashita, a lawyer with the 
Center for Biological Diversity. 
"I am encouraged by the step 
EPA has taken. I would like to 
see them step up before we see 
some o f the worst consequences 
o f ocean acidification."
Oceans turning acidic
Higher cartx>n dioxide (C02) emissions from human activity are acidifying 
the oceans and could harm everything from plankton to whales.
Atmospheric
C 0 2 . \ Less acidic More acidic
C02 absorbed 
by seawater
C02 reacts to Carbonic acid breaks down 
form carbonic into bicarbonate and hydrogen 
acid; makes ions and reduces the amount 
water more of carbonate, key to organisms 
acidic that make shells and skeletons
How acidity affects marine life
• Depletes oceans of • Fish, other organisms • Kills off food
compound that clams, coral, can develop metabolic, tor animals at
plankton, other creatures need immune, reproductive higher end of
to build shells, skeletons problems food chain
Source: University ol Maryland Cenlaf lor Biologtcal 0iversit> O 2010 MCT
Increased acidity of oceans caused by atmoapheric C.02. Ihe rise is effect­
ing marine life fmm immune function to reproductive problems.
European airlines test the ash cloud from eruption days before
Henry Chu
LOS ANGELES T IM E S
LO N DO N  —  Iheir losses deepen­
ing, European airlines on Sunday 
stepped up pressure to reopen the 
skies by carrying out passenger- 
free test flights despite the layer of 
volcanic ash that kept most planes 
across the continent grounded lor a 
fourth day.
Airlines in Germany, the Neth­
erlands and France sent jets close to 
or into the plume of ash and dust 
thrown up by the Eyjafjallajokull 
volcano in Iceland, in bids to dem­
onstrate that flying conditions over 
Europe were sale. All the flights 
landed without incident, they said.
Ihere was no indication, howev­
er, that aviation authorities would 
immediately ease restrictions on 
Fmropean airspace. Officials said 
new wind patterns could disperse 
some of the ash cloud and allow 
more regularly scheduled flights to 
operate Monday, but thousands o f 
stranded -passengers and affected 
businesses braced for the ban on air 
travel to extend into the new week.
British Airways canceled all ser­
vice Monday into and out o f Lon­
don. Lufthansa also announced 
the cancellation o f all o f its flights 
worldwide Monday. Ih e  French 
government said airports in north­
ern France, including Paris, would 
remain closed until at least Tuesday 
morning.
Except for a handful o f flights 
allowed where a gap appeared in 
the cloud o f ash, no-fly zones were 
in force in all or part o f 24 coun­
tries on the continent Sunday, the 
Fmrope-wide aviation agency Euro­
control reported. Ihe list included 
southern nations like Spain that 
had hitherto escaped restrictions 
but are now being hit as the high- 
altitude grit drifts farther south and 
east.
Eurocontrol said only 4 ,000  
flights out o f a usual 24 ,000  
through Fmropean airspace were 
expected Sunday, the fewest since 
widespread disruptions first began 
Thursday. About 63 ,000  flights 
have been canceled since then.
Airlines desperate to resume 
business called on aviation regula-
tors to reassess their flight suspen­
sions, especially in light o f the test 
flights in and around the ash cloud 
to gauge whether the dust would 
clog engines or compromise safety.
“The eruption o f the Icelandic 
volcano is not an unprecedented 
event, and the procedures applied 
in other parts o f the world for vol­
canic eruptions do not appear to 
require the kind o f restrictions that 
are presently being imposed in Eu­
rope,” said a joint statement issued 
by associations representing airlines 
and airports in the region.
Siim Kallas, vice president for 
transport for the European Com ­
mission, told reporters in Brus­
sels safety remained paramount, 
but that aviation officials would 
examine the evidence from the ex­
perimental flights and try to find 
solutions “to ease the sufferings of 
thousands and thousands o f pas­
sengers.”
“It is clear that this is not sus­
tainable. We cannot just wait until 
this ash cloud dissipates,” Kallas 
said.
He said new forecasts showed 
winds picking up and possibly dis­
persing more of the sluggish ash 
cloud to allow more flights Mon­
day, perhaps as many as half of 
those regularly scheduled. Yet even 
as he spoke, the Eyjafjallajokull vol­
cano continued to erupt, belching 
grit and tiny particles o f glass miles 
into the air.
Transport ministers from EU 
member nations are scheduled to 
hold a videoconference meeting 
Monday to discuss the situation.
On Sunday, Dutch airline KLM 
said it had received permission to 
fly several planes stuck in Duessel- 
dorf, Germany, back to Amsterdam 
one by one, starting Sunday morn­
ing. Ihe planes carried only crew 
members.” Ihese are test flights,” 
KLM Chief Executive Peter Hart­
man said in a statement. “This does 
not mean that normal air traffic has 
been resumed.”
Ihe return o f the marooned 
aircraft followed a KLM test flight 
Saturday evening in Dutch airspace, 
in which a Boeing 737-800 airliner 
reached an altitude o f 41 ,000  feet, 
the maximum allowed for that type
Volcanic ash and airplanes
Volcanic ash is made up of tiny particles of rock and glass that can 
damage an aircraft’s many parts and shut down engines.
How ash can damage jet engines
o Abrasive 
particles 
erode
compressor
blades
O  Ash can 
clog air 
filters and 
fuel lines
e Particles in 
the ash melt 
in the
combustion
chamber
Melted
material cools 
down in the 
turbine and 
sticks
External problems
• Ash is highly abrasive; can easily 
scratch plastic, glass and metals
• Cockpit windows may become so 
scratched pilots may have difficulty 
seeing the runway for landing
Source; U.S. Geological Survey, Ehow.com
Internal issues
I • Ash may travel through the 
i ductwork; will clog air-filter systems 
i and contaminate fixtures, carpeting, 
I cushions
I • May also damage electric system
Graphic: Los Angeles Times ©  2010 MCT
o f jet. An inspection afterward “re­
vealed that no problems had been 
encountered and that the quality 
o f the atmosphere is in order,” the 
airline said.
Air France launched a test flight 
from Paris to the southern city of 
Toulouse on Sunday.
“Gonditions during the flight 
were normal,” the airline said. “V i­
sual inspections did not show any 
damage.”
Four other test flights by the air­
line were scheduled, including one 
in southwest France.
In Ciermany, Lufthansa success­
fully flew lO o f its planes Saturday 
without passengers on low-altitude 
flights. In addition, Frankfurt Air­
port, one o f the world’s busiest, 
opened for a few hours Sunday af­
ternoon for flights heading north 
or east because o f a break in the ash 
cloud, Reuters reported.
Experts cautioned that the suc­
cessful test flights did not augur a 
quick resumption o f normal ser­
vice, despite the impatience o f the 
airline industry, which is facing 
losses o f up to $200 million a day.
Ihe aircraft used will have to 
be fully examined to judge the ef­
fects o f fine ash and dust on en­
gines and other components, David 
Learmount o f Flight international 
magazine told the BBC. Ihe dan­
gers presented by coarser volcanic 
particles are known —  a KLM jet 
in 1989 lost all power while flying 
through ash from an Alaska volca­
no —  but not the finer variety.
“We’re feeling our way in the 
dark here,” Learmount said. “It’s an 
experiment in thousands o f things 
we’ve never encountered before.”
Once the skies are judged safe, 
clearing the backlog o f passengers 
will take days.
British Airways passengers on 
canceled journeys to or through
London are being allowed to re­
book their tickets only on flights 
starting Saturday. Stranded travel­
ers throughout Europe are being 
warned by airlines not to show up 
at airports to try to amend their 
tickets.
The Flurostar rail line beneath the 
English Channel has added services 
to handle more airline refugees. An 
executive with P6iO  Ferries, which 
operates boats between Britain and 
the European mainland, said thou­
sands o f foot passengers have been 
showing up at its terminals, com­
pared with just a few hundred in 
normal circumstances.
One Briton, television host Dan 
Snow, tried to mount a modern-day 
Dunkirk evacuation, leading a fleet 
o f small boats across the channel to 
rescue compatriots stranded on the 
French coast. But French border- 
control authorities turned back the 
motley flotilla.
China’s Hu Jintao v is its  Tibetan region
Barbara Demick
LOS ANGELES TIM ES
BEIJING —  Chinese President Hu 
jintao flew Sunday to the site of last 
week’s earthquake on the Tibetan 
plateau, the latest effort to portray a 
government that is both compassion­
ate and competent to a people who 
have made clear at times they don’t 
want to be under Chinese rule.
'X'ith the death toll rising sharply 
to, at latest count, 1,706 dead, ('h i- 
na’s handling of the disaster relief is 
under close scrutiny. Ihe pressure 
on (T in a has been heightened by a 
request over the weekend by the Da­
lai I.ama, Fibet’s spiritual leader, to 
visit the area where the earthquake 
struck and pray for victims. In a let­
ter released Saturday by his office in 
Dharamsala, India, the Dalai lam a 
noted he was born in Qinghai where 
the quake took place.
“To fulfill the wishes of many of 
the people there, I am eager to go
there myself to offer them comfort," 
he said. He also in the letter compli­
mented the C.hinese government for 
its handling o f earthquake relief, in 
particular pointing to an unusually 
long visit by premier Wen Jiabao on 
Ihursday and Friday.
Beijing has not yet formally re­
sponded, but is thought unlikely to 
approve a visit from a religious lead­
er it has vilified as a separatist who 
would destroy China’s unity.
Over the weekend, Buddhist 
monks cremated more than 1,000 
bodies on a hillside outside the main 
town of jiegu. In Tibetan culture, the 
dead are to be left out in the open 
for what are called sky burials, to be 
eaten by vultures, but monks said 
there were too many dead to follow 
the tradition.
President Hu, who had cut short 
a trip to Latin America, promised to 
rebuild quickly during his tour of the 
region Sunday. According to a report 
by the Xinhua news agency, he vis-
ited a makeshift school in a tent and 
wrote in chalk on the blackboard, 
“ Ihere will be new sch(K)ls! There 
will be new homes!”
Human right advocates have been 
closely scrutinizing (T in a’s relief ef­
fort in an area that is more than 90 
percent Tibetan.
“At the moment everybody is 
concerned with finding their families 
and their immediate concerns about 
the dead, but I can see that more of 
these issues are coming up,” said Sam 
Wiings'al, a London-based Tibetan 
whose family comes from near the 
quake-struck area.
At issue is how Chinese authori­
ties interact with Tibetan civilians 
. and Buddhist clergy. Ihere have 
been grumblings that (Tiñese sol­
diers garrisoned in Yushu were slow 
to respond, protecting their caches 
o f weapons, and gasoline and banks, 
rather than helping to dig out vic­
tims in the critical hours just after 
the earthquake.
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Briefs
State
SAN LUIS O BISPO  (M CT)—  
Ihe state has allocated $5S.9 mil­
lion lor the second pha.se of work 
to widen Highway 46 Last in the 
Whitley (iardens area of Past) Rob­
les.
Ihe two-part project is aimed 
at increasing safety on a road some 
have diihhed “Blood Alley” for the 
m.my deadly crashes it has seen.
Ihe widening project has been 
undertaken for San I iiis Obispo 
C a)imty’s stretch of 1 lighway 46 be­
cause t)f the high number of fatal 
accidents it has seen. Iwenty-one 
pet)ple were killed and 65 more 
were injured in nearly 40 wrecks 
on a partictilarly dangerous span 
between 1993 and 1995.
• • •
SA CRAM EN IO (M CT) 
Doctt)rs successfully performed 
open-heart surgery on a 7-year-old 
1 laitian hoy who was brought to 
the United States by a Sacramento 
(a)tinty fire captain.
l,t)vensky Alexandre and his 
mother, Ro.selene Ducelus, met 
Sacramento Metropolitan Fire Dis­
trict Capt. Barbie l.,iw in a clinic 
in Carrefotir, where she was volun­
teering as a paramedic in the after- 
math of a January earthquake that 
devastated Haiti.
Law spent about S5,0()() of her 
money to sponsor vi.sas and on 
clothes and other expenses for Lov- 
ensky and his mother.
National
ARI/X)NA (MCT) —  In Ari- 
/x)nas Santa Cm/ County near the 
U.S.-Mexican border, the cities of 
Nogales, Ari/., and Nogales, Mexico, 
share more than just a name.
“ Ihe two communities kind of 
melt t))gether,” saiil Ceorge Silva, the 
county attorney, who grew tip in Ari­
zona’s Nogales.
.So it’s IK) surprise to Silva that 
the 2007 Legal Ariwina Workers Act 
which at the time was the first state 
kiw in the nation to prohibit busi­
nesses from knowingly hiring illegal 
immigrants hasn’t been a top priority 
for the county.
In .Santa Crtiz County, Silva said 
he doesn’t think hiisines.ses are get­
ting .iway with employing illegal im­
migrants.
• • •
NFW YORK (MCT) —  More 
than 60 years before Jackie Robinson 
crossed the color harrier, a group of 
black baseball players sttx)d on a field 
in Babylon Village and decided to 
play some ball.
Sunday tho.se men, known as the 
Cuban Ciants, were honored with 
a ceremony recognizing them as 
the first professional black Ixcseball 
team.
Village officials unveiled a pkique 
in Argyle Memorial Park just feet 
from where the men are believed to 
have gntced the ha.seball diamond in 
1885 on the grounds of the Argv'le 
Hotel.
International
C:HINA (MCT) —  Worldwide 
environmental campaign Fiarth Day 
2010 kicked off its lt)kyo events 
Saturday stressing environmental 
friendliness and food self-sufficiency, 
as well as celebrating the 40th ,tnni- 
versary of the aimpaign, which origi­
nated in the United States.
Ihousands of pettple came to the 
10th Farth Day Fokyo held in Yoyogi 
Park, enjoying music, joining various 
environmentally friendly activities
and sampling organic foods.
• • •
SUDAN (MCT) —  Ihe C:,irter 
Center emitted an adverse opinion 
on the electoral process in the restive 
Darfur region saying it diil not meet 
national and international standards.
Sudan ended on Ihtirsday five- 
day elections marred by irregtilari- 
ties boycott of heavv'weight fx)litical 
parties and acctisations of fraud. Ihe 
integrity and independence of the 
national electoral lx)dy suffered alst) 
from all the.se shortcomings.
Ihe difficulty to conduct a valid 
monitoring led the liurojx'an Union 
team to withdraw its observers from 
the troubled region citing security 
rea.sons.
In its evaluation of the electoral 
prtKc*ss Carter Center said the first 
multiparty elections since 24 year do 
not meet the international standards. 
Ihe Center al.so underscored the re­
jection of electoral prixess in Darfur 
by rebel and (X)litical leaders.
Californ ia sees a surge 
in earthquake ac tiv ity
Cara Mia DiMassa
l O S  A N G Kl.tS  TIMKS
LC4S ANCiF.l.FIS —  If Southern 
Californians have been feeling more 
shaking this year, it’s not their imag­
inations.
Ihe number of earthquakes 
greater than magnitude 4.0 in 
Southern California and Baja Cali­
fornia has increased significantly 
in 2010. Ihere have been 70 such 
tjuakes so far this year, the most of 
any year in the last decade. And it’s 
only April. Ihere were 30 in 2009 
and 29 in 2008.
.Seismologists said they are study­
ing the uptick but cannot fully ex­
plain it. Major earthquakes tend to 
occur in cycles, and experts have 
said the region in recent years has 
been in a quiet cycle when it comes 
to sizable temblors.
Ihe string of quakes this year 
raises the possibility that Southern 
California might again be entering 
a more active seismic period. .Scien­
tists said the increase does not mean 
the Big One is any more imminent, 
but it could mean more significant 
quakes are on the way.
Figill fiauksson, a geophysicist at 
Caltech, said the rate of quakes in 
the region is “probably ... picking 
up again” after a relative lull that 
lasted more than a decade. “What it
means is that we are going to have 
more earthquakes than in the aver­
age year. With more earthquakes, 
we’re bound to have more bigger 
ones. But there are always fewer of 
those than the smaller ones.”
Scientists, however, have not 
been able to identify reasons that 
fully explain the increase.
“We would like to be able to ex­
plain it ,” said Kate Hutton, a seis­
mologist at Caltech. “But there’s no 
real correlation with any cause. ” 
Many of the earthquakes this 
year have been aftershocks to the 
7.2 temblor that rattled the Mexi­
cali area earlier this month. Ihe 
border region had experienced a 
swarm of smaller quakes before the 
big one. And there have been more 
than 1,000 aftershocks, including 
more than a dozen that registered 
higher than 5.0.
Ihe Mexicali quake was the re­
gion’s largest in nearly two decades 
—  since the 7.3 1 anders quake in 
the Mojave Desert in 1992. Despite 
their size, neither temblor did cata­
strophic damage because they oc­
curred in relatively remote areas far 
from major population centers.
The Landers quake occurred 
during a particularly active seismic 
period in the Los Angeles area. Be-
see Earthquake, page 5
Open House
continued from page I
earth and really appear to connect 
with their students,” Yolanda Ma­
cias said. “ Ihey seem to care about 
the students, which was nice to 
see.
Robert Macias said he enjoyed 
being able to find out the many dif­
ferent ways in which he could be a 
part of the university.
“Whether it is sports t)r through 
any of the diverse clubs, there are 
plenty of different opportunities 
for me to get involved and not just 
sit around,” he said.
For the Open House Com m it­
tee, the weekend was a culmina­
tion of months o f hard work and 
preparation. Julian Wagner, a busi­
ness administration junior who
served as one of the club relations 
coordinators for the Open House 
Committee, said the event went 
on without a hitch and that he re­
ceived no complaints throughout 
the weekend. He said it was diffi­
cult during the months of prepara­
tion, but everything paid off after 
seeing the finished product.
“It’s definitely been a long time 
and a lot o f work,” Wagner said. “It 
was hard to see the finish line at the 
beginning, but now that it’s all said 
and done after all these months of 
hard work and to see it all come to­
gether over the past two and a half 
days has been totally awesome.”
Wagner said the event allows 
prospective students to get a feel 
for campus life. He said he wished 
he would have gone to Open 
House since he came to Cal Poly on 
a whim, and that the students who
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toured the campus this weekend 
had substantial reasons to come 
to university after viewing every­
thing it could offer.
“It’s kind of like hook, line 
and sinker,” Wagner said. “If this 
doesn’t get you to want to come 
to the university, then there’s not 
much else that w'e can provide for 
you.”
One of the more than 200 clubs 
that participated in the weekend 
was the Zero Waste club, as part 
of the Open ffouse Committee’s 
goal to emphasize sustainability 
throughout the weekend. Stella 
Fan, president o f the Zero Waste 
club, said the members decided to 
have four waste stations through­
out the campus showcase to help 
eliminate any trash and help 
those people who were not pay­
ing attention to what they were 
throwing away.
“ Ihe goal of the Zero Waste 
club has always been to minimize 
waste that goes into the landfill,” 
Fan said. “ Ihis is one o f the big­
gest waste generating events on 
campus so it just made sen.se 
for us to be involved with this 
event.”
Admitted students have until 
May I to decide whether they will 
attend Cal Poly. Justus said many 
of the questions he received cen­
tered around budget constraints 
and ways of becoming integrated 
into the campus community.
" lb look at everyone at the 
end of the day and know all the 
work they did to make the event 
possible was a truly rewarding 
feeling,” Justus said. “I think our 
event was very successful and we 
were able to show some o f he 
best students in the country what 
we re all about and that is a trib­
ute to our university.”
UGS
continued from page I
-ing director and a Northridge art 
professor, said working with UCiS 
will provide new opportunities for 
both schools to serve students.
“I think this relationship will 
help us provide more supplies like
ning to contact UC Merced. (4nce 
our work with Northridge becomes 
more public. I’m hoping that the 
potential of the idea will speak for 
itself,” Libby said.
U (iS is also looking into other 
ways of doing business with VIS- 
COM . VLSCOM creates electronic 
adverti.sements as well as print, and 
Levenson said he believes this realm 
of advertising holds great potential
This venture combines two 
different systems of knowledge 
and research, which will help both 
schools give more to our students.
— Dave Moon
Vl.SCOM managing editor
bcH)ks and brochures to students 
at lower prices,” Moon said. “ Ibis 
venture combines two different 
systems of knowledge and research, 
which will help both schools give 
more to our students. Ihat’s always 
our main goal as educators.”
Ihe relationship will bring sig­
nificant business to both school’s 
programs, but Levenson has bigger 
ideas in mind.
“(4ur hope is that this venture 
gets noticed by other California 
universities and U (iS can team up 
with them as well,” Levenson said. 
“ Ihe partnership with VLSCOM 
is like a Hagship of the CSU sys­
tem.”
UCS is already reaching out to 
other universities in California to 
evaluate their interest in a simi­
lar relationship, UCS marketing 
manager Fessa Libby .said.
“We’ve been in contact with 
UC .Santa O u z and we’re plan-
for U iiS ’s printing power.
“We’re exploring the idea o f 
combining our printing capabilities 
with VLSCOM’s electronic adver­
tisements to make what are called 
‘interactive ads,’” Levenson said. “If 
the team at VLSCOM likes the idea, 
their online ads could be made avail­
able by UCiS for people to print. 
Ihe ads could even be printed from 
smart phones."
Ihe relationship with VLSCOM 
will bring valuable business to Cal 
Poly at a time w-hen the outlook for 
the printing and publishing indus­
tries is less than ideal.
“ Ihe printing industry is in de­
cline for everyone, and what you 
have to do to keep up is come up 
with new ways to solve the same old 
problem. I think this relationship 
will do just that, especially if we can 
expand to other campuses,” Leven­
son .said.
Earthquake
continued from page 4
twccMi 19S7 and 1994, the region 
experienced five major quakes. In 
addition to Landers, there were the 
NX'hittier Narrows quake (which 
killed eight people), temblors in 
Big Bear and Joshua Free, and the 
Northridge quake, which killed 57 
people, injured 4, 500 and caused 
about $40 billion in damage.
Beginning in the late 1990s, 
however, the number oi memorablv 
large quakes subsided. Hxperts are 
not sure the reason lor the cycles; 
they say said one possibility is that 
the ups and downs are random.
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Alter a quake strikes a populat­
ed area, “I guess it’s easy to get the 
perception that a lot has happened 
because those are the ones you no­
tice,” Jackson said.
Ihe public’s awareness ol quakes 
around the globe also has increased 
with technology. Individuals on 
Iwitrer, lor example, often first hear 
about a major quake from fellow us­
ers.
And the details of earthquakes, 
including location and size, have 
been much better distributed 
through e-mail, blogs and Twit­
ter feeds. Harthquakes in remote 
oceans, say, were once noted only 
by scientists at academic and gov­
ernment institutions. Now, quake
music
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Progressive rock band, RX Bandits will play at 
Downtown Brew in all-ages show Sunday
Kelly Cooper
KM 1 yc:o o i ' f k . m i )( >^c; m a i i , .( :c)m
Orange C'oiinty-hascd band RX Ban­
dits will play at Downtown Brew­
ing, C'o. on Sunday. Since forming 
in 1909, the prt)gressive rock hand 
h,is transformed dramatically in their 
11-year legacy, and reinvention has 
seemed to he their driving force.
Constantly experimenting with 
sound while maintaining consistent 
song writing, the hand has covered 
many facets t>f the rock genre, shift­
ing from regg.te-infused ska, to punk 
rock, to its current progre.ssive guitar- 
heavy sound.
Listeners have a tough time cat­
egorizing their music, especially after 
transforming throughout their six 
album releases. Bhysics soplu)more 
Will Schuur, who h.is been a fan since 
2006, finds that their current .sound is 
a mix of past influences.
“It’s a mix of experimental —  a 
little punk, but a little harder. Ihey 
don’t have a lot of parallels with oth­
er hands, hut you can definitely see 
where their influences lie with the old 
guitar-heavy rock and the more mod­
ern ska-punk, ” Schuur said.
In an industry where change may 
make or break a struggling hand, RX 
Bandits have indeed come out on top, 
with their most recent relcuse “Man- 
del,r being one of the highest selling 
albums on .Amazon.com in 2009. 
.Alter dropping their horns trom 
their 200() release .. .And the Battle 
Begun, the hand has graduated to a 
more serious sound.
Some fans agree that their rein­
vented sound has carried them for- 
vv.ird. Veteran tan 1 ris B,ich, a ■ on- 
struetion management sophomore, 
ha- been listening to the hand situe 
JitO.i. As an avid listener to their last 
three aihums. he is h,ipp\ lor them to 
base progressed in a new direc tion.
I kind of knew that their newest 
CD' would he different. Bach said. 
"Right ori the hat 1 heard a song that 
thev released Ix'fore they aetualh re­
leased the V .1). and I realiv liked it. 1 
could tell it was g«»ing lx- a different 
C 1 ), so 1 lutd that mind set.
However. “Mandela" wasnt re­
ceived well hv all fans. Schuur said 
their new album sounds nutre pro­
duced than their past e\|xrimental 
albums.
“It seemed more fexused, which I 
kind of didn't like. Back on ‘ I he Res­
ignation’ and ‘Brogres.s’ .ilbums, they 
were mt)re like ska-punk and it was 
all over the place, and once in awhile 
you’d get a guitar .solo that you didn’t 
see coming, attd I really enjoyed that,” 
Schuur said. “ Ibis one feels a lot more 
produced. 1 mean the guitar work and 
production -  everything souiuls gt>od 
-  it just definitely was a digression 
from what 1 thought was where they 
were headed as a hand.”
Despite the mixed reviews over 
their new album, Downtown Brew 
is anticipating a sold-out show. Korie 
Newman, the hooking and venue co­
ordinator for Downtown Brew, knew 
that their show will bring high energ}' 
to the San Luis Obispo fan base.
“ Ihese guys have been playitig in 
Sl.O for years and have a great local 
fan base. We (Downtown Brew and 
Numbskull Productions) love work­
ing with the guys and look forward to 
another great night together,” New­
man said.
Ihe band has been almost consis­
tently touring internationally since the 
release of “Mandela” in July of 2009. 
.Selling out shows from Australia to 
.San Francisco, the band still main­
tains relationships with sm.iller 
venues. Bach believes that this 
can be attributed to their fan 
appreciation.
“ Iheir music is all writ­
ten for their fans. It’s al­
ways been about making 
music that they themselves 
really like and that they think 
other people will .ictually like. It’s 
not so that ihev can make money," 
B.ich said.
Despite their daily city-to-citv 
commutes on tour, thev still find time 
to talk to fans after the show. Biologi­
cal scietices sopliomore l a^te NX’ehster 
recalls meeting the le.td singer Matt 
l.mbree when she and Bach saw the 
band last fall at Downttm n Brew.
“\Xe went outside after the slutw, 
and F.ric was like, '('ate come on!’ 
And he just runs down the ally and 
I’m just like all amjx'd like, ‘.Alright 
whatever, what's going on? ” VX’ehster 
s.iid. "... and I run up to him and I said 
‘W'hats goin...' and I l(H)k and there's 
the lead singer Matt F.mbrv'! F>ic was 
like, 'Dude can I have a hug?’ Ihen 
I was like, '('an 1 have a hug ttn)?’ 
And he was like. 'Sure darlin’, come 
here!' And I like, died. 1 was like. Tm 
changing my name to Darlin’!"
Iheir ufxoming show should
prove to be another exciting perfor­
mance, packed with bt)th die-hard 
fans and restless energy. Schuur, who 
has seen them three times, said the 
haticl delivesr a unique performance 
each rime.
“Ifie  last two times I saw them, 
they started off with a drum intro that 
was really intense. All four members 
were playing a different drum set and 
so it sounded like something very 
tribal and powerful, and then they 
went into a song,” .Schuur said.
Webster is also excited to see how 
they will change up their .set this 
time.
“F^ ach show I’ve been tt), they’ve 
done .something a little different,” 
Webster said. “.Sometimes they’ll just 
shut off all the lights and just get one 
acoustic guitar and have everybody 
sing one chorus over and over again. 
You just feel like you’re lifted up by 
this awesome unity of music.”
Doors open for the all-ages show 
at 7:M) p.m. with openers Zechs Mar- 
qui.se. Pre-sale tickets are on sale for 
$ 1.3 at Boo B<h) Records or ticketweb. 
com. Tickets can also be purchased at 
the door for SIS.
<OITRTI.SY PHOTOS
The Orange County-ba.sed band will play for an all-ages show at Downtown Brew .Sunday night.
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Future Islands brings sincerity to 
new album, “In Evening Air”
I’ve been acquainted with Future Is­
lands lor a little while now; we met 
through a mutual friend a little over 
a year ago and have spoken with each 
other on various occasions in passing. 
We’ve been nothing if not friendly 
and, at the very least, civil towards 
each other when I’ve .seen them in 
concert or heard them over the stereo. 
Ihey are always lun. Ihey always got 
me to dance and talk about my feel­
ings and stuff.
But now that I’ve had the chance 
to just sit and engage with their new­
est album “In Fwening Air’’ off ol their 
new label Ihrill jttekey, 1 can’t help 
but feel like there was something I’ve 
been missing all along.
It is something 1 believe to be a 
tortured sincerity (a quality 1 reali/x* 
I am overly concerned with and is 
overly discussed in my columns, but 
forgive me because 1 find it incred­
ibly difficult to justify writing about
an album without talking about the 
emotional impact. Ix't’s face it. I’m 
not particularly good at talking about 
sex in a way that is accessible, I think, 
to most of you healthy people), that 
comes to life in the same way we do 
when we walk home at night, drunk 
and alone.
Ihis .synth-pop band based out of 
Baltimore are like really good friends, 
ihey are fun, but not so goddamned 
silly that you can’t stand them for 
more than an hour. Ihey are .serious, 
but not morose. Ihey drink, but they 
maintain. And just like every good 
friend, they are slightly misunder­
stood by those who don’t really know 
them as well as you do.
For Future Islands, I find that the 
one thing that people are sort of torn 
on is the voice, which varies in tone 
but frequently dips into a surprising 
rasp or scratch or growl. It’s nothing 
tot) serious, nothing to be worried
about, but it is there. It’s in this voice 
that I find the sincerity.
The subject of most of these songs, 
as dancey and fun as they can be, 
tends to veer towards love, relation­
ships and personal identity. Ihey are 
all valid, literate and beautiful. But 
what makes these songs stand out for 
me is the way the voice sings about 
these charted territories.
We all have these problems. We 
all feel lonely when we walk through 
doors alone. It’s a problem. We can’t 
tell people how we feel without 
sounding like we don’t realize that 
they all feel the sanje way. And .so, 
when Future Islands sings, they speak 
in that very special, silly way people 
say something to prove that they are 
serious.
That goofy (but not so goofy 
you can’t stand it), little adjusted to­
nality that is hidden in the voice in 
“An Apology” when he says “1 lere in
my chest where you burst, I used to 
crush in the weight of the world.” Or 
in “Walking Ihrough lhat Door” 
when he earnestly wishes he 
“could help you find your 
way” in that almost mock­
ing tone.
It’s a self conscious- 
ne.ss that admits the 
cliché, that admits it’s 
all kind of ridiculous 
to feel this way, but 
there is just no way 
around it. It is a very 
special confession that 
is graciously given over 
in the most light-hearted 
way possible so as not to bore 
or insult by assuming that we all 
don’t carry the same
JiU'k hiVorte is a KCPR L)J 
aud “Hipster Bulwwlshit ”  coti- 
tributiug columnist.
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English band Muse gains momentum 
with American fans after siow start
Ann Pow ers
1 os \N(,1 Ils 1 IMI s
BOS IO N  h was a cold nij;lit 
in Mardi, Inn ihc I D Ciardcii in 
Boston was full, and the crowd had 
put Mattlicw Bdlaniy of Miisc down 
onto his knees. ( )r ma\ he it wasn t his 
tans causing the singer, guitarist and 
priniaiA creative force heliind Mtise 
to nio\e as it overcome liv emotion, 
it was the music, a metallic groinul- 
swell with frothy classical osertones 
and the heavy pull of a groove.
Me careened around a high-tech 
stage set that ptit him and each of his 
hand mates, the ptinchy drummer 
Dominic Movvard and chill bassist 
( hris W'olstenholme, ato[i a mini- 
sk\ scraper, meant to evoke the men­
acing huilditigs in (ieorge Orwell’s 
Ilie setting, comhined with 
the music, felt as visceral as a blow to 
the head.
Ihe nearly 1S.()()() .Muse tans 
absorbed the energv. Near the front 
rows, two sororitv types danced as 
some bookish-looking indie dudes 
snickered behind them. Within min­
utes, though, the know-it-alls h.id 
lost their compostire, pumping their 
fists and mouthing Bellamy's every 
word.
.Muse is one of those batuls that 
/eitgeist-obsessed tastemakers don’t 
notice until they’ve become super- 
stars. Ihe populist art-rock trio from 
the I nglish seaside hamlet of I'eign- 
tnouth has topped charts worldwide 
for a deCtide and, after a slow start 
in America, is finally .tchieving real 
visibility here.
Ihe band h.is spent the last six 
months on a totir that included 
Madison .Square (iarden and climax­
es with a Saturday night headlining 
spot at the (io.uhella festival.
Ihe Boston show’s effect was clas­
sic rock, but it didn't feel old-fash­
ioned, even if one aspiration recalled 
another era. “We’ve been on a hit of a 
quest to bring b.ick stadium rock, for 
a contemporary band at least,’said 
Howard backst.ige before the band 
performed. “It’s not just about the 
music when you go to a gig that 
size; it’s also about hioking at 80,()()() 
people and going, 'Bloody hell, this 
is good. ”
VX'hat kind of hand can compete 
with grizzled stadium kings such 
as the Rolling .Stones? One whose 
leader plays l.iszt for fun and whose 
songs have titles like “ Ihoughts of a 
Dying Atheist”?
Staking out the ground where art 
rock becomes radio-friendly —  and 
danceable —  is Muse's contribution
to the uncx[>ccted resurgence of that 
subgenre and its long-haired, 1070s- 
born cousin, prog rock.
Ihe 20()0s ha\c heen ,i boom time 
lor cl.issicalK tinged, conceptuall} 
high-living roc k fantasias. R.uliohe.id 
remains the cr.is most influential 
guitar band; indie stars like the Dirty 
Projectors, |oanna Newsom and the 
National showcase classically trained 
,irtists creating music lor outside the 
concert hall.
Ihe question has been w ho would 
hring this kind of ambition to the 
lii.iss audiences who turn out for 
heartland .lets such as Nickelback 
or ciders like LD, whom Muse su[)- 
portecl on tour List vear.
St.idium-band status, in fact, is 
alre.icK a realitv lor .Muse. In the 
last hall-decade, the group has head­
lined l.ngland’s massise summer fest, 
( llastonbury, and gigged twice at 
londons Wembley Stadium. Inten­
sive touring has huilt up its fan base 
in the States, and combined with 
“ Twilight’ autlior Stephenie Meyer’s 
advocacy —  the hand’s been featured 
on both “ Twilight ” film soundtracks, 
and she has said they have inspired 
her work —  and increasing radio air­
play, .Muse has become hugely popu­
lar without needing any “band of the 
moment buzz.
By the time the crowd has sung 
along to the cybersex come-on “Plug 
in Baby,” the balloons have been 
released and the C)ueen harmonies 
have been executed on “Knights of 
(A’donia,” Bellamy has played the 
guitar hero, the piano virtuoso and 
the front-wolf howling at the moon. 
Howard and Wolstenholme have 
locked in and never let go.
Ihe show ends, and the lights 
come up on a demographically var­
ied crowd composed of emo-looking 
teens, beaming dudes in gray pony­
tails and young women whose f  orev­
er 21 outfits are now slightly askew. 
Muse had brought the rock, without 
embarrassment, and without sur­
rendering its smarts. It was just as 
Bellamy had said it would be in an 
interview before the show.
Bellamy was sitting next to a 
clothing rack full of glittery T-shirts 
in a darkened dressing room, but he 
seemed more like a New Yorker writ­
er than a rock star. You could call him 
dapper. I le showed me what he was 
reading (Richard Dawkins on evolu­
tion) and mentioned his fondness for 
Mendelssohn. He really lighted up 
when talking about heady stuff such 
as corporate capitalism, the .spiritual 
effect of social media or how strange 
it feels to be a conduit for the kind
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Matt Bellamy, Dominie Howard and ('liristophcr Wolstenholme of Muse perform live at Palais Omnisports de Berey on 
Nov. 17, 2()()‘) in Paris, I ranee. Ihe hands popularity has hoa.sted with the help of touring, radio airplay and “ Iwilight.”
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of obsessive fervor that epic rock can 
inspire.
“1 ilo feel sometimes that it’s other 
people’s feelings that are coming into 
me and Tm trying to tune into it and 
express it b.tck,” he said of the spirit 
that infuses him. I here certainly are 
a lot of fans trying to get inside his 
head.
In f.ict, .Muse’s rise feeds on the 
Internet’s weird combination of 
solitude and hive mind. Ihe band’s 
intricately built songs reward unrav­
eling, are perfect for mulling over 
alone and sharing conclusions on a 
message board.
Ihe trio has played together 
since its members were young teens 
and has that tight, insular quality 
of a self-taught unit. Bellamy’s vi­
sion, which steers the whole thing, 
is both grandiose and obsessive. His 
impulse to build worlds, exemplified 
by the l.f-minute long space odyssey 
“txogenesis: .Symphony” on 2()()9’s 
album “ Ihe Resistance,” repays the 
attentions of obsessive fans.
C'all it prog rock for girls, or art 
rock for nuiking out. By injecting 
sexuality and over-the-top emotion 
into the progre.ssive rock framework, 
Mu.se heats up what can often be an 
insular musical .style.
Tom Vi'halley, Warner Bros. Re­
cords chairman and chief executive 
who signed Muse to the label, sees the 
group’s eclecticism as its key. “ Ihey 
have a makeup that broadens their 
appeal,” he said in a phone interview'. 
“ Ihe prog-rock sensibility as we once 
knew it, in the 1970s, was all about 
a guitar player or a drummer ripping 
as fast as he could. Ihese guys create 
a sound that you can dance to .”
.'\nd then there’s Bellamy’s voice, 
a defining characteristic of the band, 
which has both the abrasive force 
of a rocker and the clarity, round­
ness and vibrato of a be! canto tenor, 
and is the reason why .Muse is so of­
ten lumped in with Radiohead and 
C’oldplay. Tike Ihom Yorke and 
Oiris .Martin, Bellamy can really 
open up and wail.
Ihe introspective Bellamy might 
have become just another bedroom- 
crooning auteur, writing symplninies 
on a laptop, if not for his lifelong 
friends Wolstenholme and Howard, 
his sole band mates since the trio so­
lidified the Muse lineup as teens.
“ To me music is about the overall 
effect,” said Wolstenholme, an afla- 
ble father of four who puffed a pipe 
while chatting in a dining room in 
another corner of the TD Clarden’s 
maze-like b.ickstage. “And that’s how 
we operate when were making mu­
sic. It’s nice to have the odd moment 
w here you can show oH for five min­
utes or five .seconds even, but music 
shouldn’t be about one instrument.”
It’s an approach that has worked 
well for the band. “ Ihe most power­
ful weapon .Muse has in its arsenal is 
its live-performance prowess.” wrote 
l.aura Terreiro, the former West 
('oast editor of T.ngland’s NMT, mu­
sic mag.izine, in an e-mail. “U.K. 
audiences recognized this long ago. 
I thought they were going to take 
the U.S. by storm following their 
explosive Tollapalooz.a performance 
in late 2007. Ihe timing w'as of! ... 
but 1 believe Muse is poised to be­
come as huge in the U..S. as they are 
overseas."
^X'hat happened when the three 
mild-mannered members ol .Muse 
stepped onstage at TD (larden gave 
credence to Terreiro’s prediction. 
Ihe show began at full force and 
kept building, the set list sampling 
from throughout Muse’s career as 
the crowd answered Bellamy’s grand- 
standing gestures with a roar that 
peaked once the twists and turns of 
“T.xogenesis: Symphony” gave way to 
the sexy crunch of “Stockholm Syn­
drome” at set’s end.
“ Ihere are some Spinal Tap mo­
ments,” Bellamy h.td said w'ith a 
smile. “It’s not like we re telling jokes. 
It’s more like a lack of shame. We let 
ourselves go in certain songs where 
yt)u allow certain melodramatic or 
erratic, hysterical emotions to express 
themselves without embarra.ssment. 
I hat’s quite a liberating feeling, actu­
ally. And people like that.”
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America is not a democracy and 
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‘Democracy’ is perhaps the most 
improperly used word in politics. 
It has such a nice ring to it and 
chances are if you ask somebody on 
the street what iorm oi government 
we have, that’s how they’ll answer.
If that is the case though, then 
it might come as a surprise that 
founding father Ihomas JeHerson 
said, “A democracy is nothing more 
than mob rule, where Hfty-one per­
cent of the people may take away 
the rights of the other forty-nine. ”
Expanding on that, imagine 
if everybody could vote on ev­
erything. I ct)uld imagine one of 
the first orders of l)usiness being 
outlawing the most immoral acts 
people do; murder, rape, etc. In a 
democracy, the majority can decide 
what the laws arc and how to run 
the government. So I might imag­
ine that the murders and rapists 
get locked up on orders from the 
majority. Ihen I’d imagine that the 
majority would continue to outlaw 
behaviors such as fraud, slander 
and so on. Pretty soon you’ll have 
some number of criminals and it 
probably doesn’t make sense for 
them to be able to vote; after all, 
they are the ones that can’t follow 
the laws, so why let them have a 
crack at changing them?
A second order of business 
would be to set up a military to 
protect from outside threats. Ihis 
military must be funded and the 
people would vote on how to do 
that. Now perhaps everybody
votes that everyone should have 
to put an equal amount of money 
into the pot for the military, but 
1 highly doubt it. Since it’s up for 
a vote, people might vote to have 
the wealthy pay for the military 
and let the less wealthy keep their 
nutney. lhat seems like a plausible 
outcome. Now the less wealthy are 
getting the protection of a military 
without paying for it. But why stop 
there?
Ihomas Jefferson said “democra­
cy will cease to exist when you take 
away from those who are willing to 
work and give to those who would 
not.” It’s not so hard to imagine the 
majority taking away vttting rights 
from criminals. It’s not so hard to 
imagine the majttrity taking money 
from the minority. It’s not so hard 
to even imagine that the major­
ity might take away property from 
the minority. Ihe power isn’t in all
the people, it’s by a certain class. 
As Benjamin Franklin said, “De­
mocracy is two w'olvcs and a lamb 
voting on what to have for lunch.” 
1 don’t know about you, but that 
doesn’t sound like a government 
that I’d like to live under.
But what’s the alternative? C'er- 
tainly monarchies are out, along 
with oligarchies (which are what a 
democracies turn into) and for the 
sake of discussion, let’s also throw 
out anarchy. What else is there?
Well, as Article IV Section 4 of 
the Clonstitution states: “ Ihe Unit­
ed States shall guarantee to every 
State in this Union a Republican 
Form of Cîovernment,” It should be 
noted that nowhere in the Clonsti- 
tution or Declaration of Indepen­
dence is a democracy mentioned. 
A Republican from of government 
is not to be confused with the Re­
publican Party, but rather refers to
a type of government known as a 
Republic. Republics are different 
from democracies in that the gov­
ernment is restricted in its pow­
ers by lavs'. People have rights and 
they are not violated with a vote by 
the majority. F'ven when it comes 
to juries in this country, there is a 
requirement that you can’t have a 
mere majority, but rather a unani­
mous decision.
Republics guarantee people 
certain rights. Our Catnstitution 
is very much part of a Republicati 
form of government, as it simul­
taneously limits the powers of the 
federal government (by enumer­
ating only the specific powers the 
federal government has and with 
the tenth amendment reserving all 
others to the states and the people) 
and lists rights, some of which are 
found in the bill of rights.
.So while the word “democracy” 
might sound nice, what it really 
describes is not so nice. I think it’s 
important to draw the distinction 
not just for the sake of being picky, 
but because people really should re­
member that it is important to have 
rights and not just majority rule. 
Majority rule is not all it has been 
chalked up to be and the more we 
move toward it, the more our liber­
ties and freedoms are destroyed.
Aaron Berk- is a computer engi­
neering junior and Mustang Daily 
political columnist.
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If Obama is truly concerned 
about remedying deregulation, etc. 
(manifestations of fascism) then 
why did he rehire and or promote 
the same officials from the Bush ad­
ministration ((ieithner. Summers, 
etc. —  a very long list) that played 
a key role in getting our country 
into this mess in the first place. 
Our leaders are merely acting in 
collusion and playing an elaborate
game in attempt to propel their 
interests further up the “pyramid,” 
while both sides (conservatives and 
liberals) are duped into fighting 
one another rather than confront­
ing the genuine underlying issues.
— Anonymous 
In response to “Financial reform 
bill will end bank bailouts “
It’s a hot button discussion for 
sure. To really understand why the 
meltdown took place, one must 
look back to the Cdinton years. 
Obama, and ACORN, were direct­
ly involved with forcing banks to 
give out loans to those who could
not afford them. Ihe abuses began 
at Freddie Mac and Fannie May, 
which are mostly run by political 
appointees.
Ihe lack of regulation that you 
speak of historically rests with the 
Democrats. Ihe Bush administra­
tion, clips on YouTube, tried to 
correct the situation, but Barney 
Frank and Chuck Schumer vehe­
mently opposed regulation.
In any case, the expressions by
Palin mirror the concerns of many
that, as many things arc being na-
t i o n a l i 7 . e d ,  t h a t  o u r  ( ^ i n s t i t u t i o n a l  %
rights are being destroyed. Ihat’s 
the bottom line.
Will Rogers once wrote, ”In 
America there arc two political par­
ties, the Democrats and the Repub­
licans arc one of them”.
— Ciary
In response to "Financial reform 
bill will end bank bailouts "
.V 077 :; The Daily f e a ­
tures select comments that are writ­
ten in response to articles posted on­
line. Though not all the responses are 
printed, the Mustang Daily prints 
comments that arc coherent and fos­
ter intelligent discussion on a given 
suhject. \ o  overcapitalization, please.
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write a letter
Mustaig Daily reserves tfie right to 
edit letters for grammar, profanities 
and length. Letters, commentaries 
and cartoons do not represent the 
views of the Mustang Daaly. Pfease 
limit length to 250 words. Let­
ters should hdudo the-writer’s tuH 
name, pfxxie number, maKX and 
class standing. Letters must come 
from a Cal Poly e ntail account. Do 
not send letters as an attachment. 
Please send the text in the body of 
thee-m ^.
By e-mail:
rriustangciaíycHtNoiisíígfnaH.co  ^
By mail:
Letters to the Editor 
Building 26, Room 226 
Poly. SLO, 0 9 3 4 0 7  
Online:
musfanoi^.net/lettefs
corrections
The Mustang Daily staff takes pride 
in pubHshng a daüy nawspaper lor 
the Cä Poly campus and tee neigh 
boring community. We appredate 
your readership and anatesnkful for 
yOL«’ careW naacfeig. Please send 
your cortection suggestions to 
rnü3tarigda8y@grnai.com.
notices
The Mustang DaHy is a 'designated 
pubic fooflTt.“ Student editors have 
ful ftiteority to make sM content de- 
dSbns without censorshfo or ad­
vance apptw^.
The Mustang Oealy is a Vee news­
paper; hewever, tlie removal of 
more tegn one copy of the peper 
per day is subject to tee cost of 50 
bants per ssue.
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Help Wanted
L. A. Area Summer Day 
Camps Counselors, 
lifeguards & much more. 
www.daycampjobs.com
Administrative Secretary, 
PT ADMIN SECRETARY 
The Ellison group is seek­
ing candidates to fill a 
part-time (approx. 12-20 
hrs/week).The ideal 
candidate must 
possess a minimum of a 
high school diploma and 
1 year progressive exp. in 
an office environment. 
Qualifications include 
excellent word 
processing skills. 
Submit resume by email 
calistoga2010@hotmail.
DAY CAMP SEEKS 
SUMMER STAFF 
San Fernando 
Conejo Valleys 
$3275 - $3500+ 
(888)784-CAMP 
www.workatcamp.com
NEED HELP WITH 
INTERNET RESEARCH 
to find housing in morro bay! 
will pay $$$! ANYONE who 
can use the internet can 
help! call Elaine at 225-1158
Announcement
Classifieds Free for 
Students! get yours 
in the paper now! e-mail 
it to our gmail address! 
MustangDailyClassifieds
For Rent
CONDO FOR RENT, 
2BR/2.5 Ba, W/D, 2-car gar. 
1.5 mi to Poly $1200./mo. 
+dep. (408)251-4451
One block from Cal Poly 
1 bedroom apartment, 
utilities included, no pets, 
walk to school. $850/month. 
On site shared laundry and 
off site parking, email 
hcorbett2070@yahoo.com 
or call Holly at: 
805-550-8637.
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T l i e  M u s t a n g  D a i l y
Poke them beck at
w  w  w .  m  LJ s t a  n  Q  d  a  i I y .  n  e t
H e y ,  w e V e  g o t  a i r e a l  n o w s  f o o d  t o o .
$595 Room for Rent Near 
Cal Poly Includes private 
bathroom and patio 
Contact: 805-218-2504
Roommate needed!
1 for the summer, and 
2 for the next school year.
Clean people preferred!! 
3bed 2bath house in 
Atascadero. Applicants will 
be interviewed. Must be ok 
with some upkeep of home.
Rent $375-425 
Call (805) 509-1274
Laptop Repair 
www.laptoprepair.com 
Student Discount 
Fast Turn Around
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Your Owr Froi^n Tr«*t
BEST FROZEN YOGURT IN SLO
sign up @ www.iiovciyogurtcroations.oom 
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Crossword Edited by Will Shortz No. 0315
Across
1 Sank, as a putt
6 What bird wings 
do
10 Usually deleted 
e-mail
14 Item stuffed with 
pimento
15 Suffix with zillion
16 Living___(what
an employer is 
asked to pay)
17 Two steeds?
19 nr2, for a circle
20 Somewhat
21 One signir>g with 
a landlord
23 Groove
24 Industrialist J. 
Paul
25 Pants ending 
iust below the 
knees
29 Small whiskey 
glass
32 Hang around for
33S$S
34 Boat propeller
37 "Cheers" barfly
38 Isolated hill
39 “___ cow!"
40 In the style of
41 Hearty 
enjoyment
42 Small error
43 Poor, depressed 
neighborhood
45 Rodeo ropes
46 Hank whose 
home-run record 
was surpassed 
by Barry Bonds
4 8  _______ de toilette
49 Intelligence
5t Move to another 
country
56 Cuts off, as 
branches
57 Two water 
slides?
59 Dull hurt
60 Bug-eyed
61 Sewing machine 
inventor Howe
62 Like a buttinsky
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63 Deep-six
64 Harking back to 
an earlier style
Down
1 Arizona tribe
2 “The Good 
Earth’ heroine
3 Italian currency 
before the euro
4 Actresses 
Mendes and 
Longoria
5 Point off. as tor 
bad behavior
6 In legend he 
sold his soul to 
the devil
7 Queue
8 The "A" in 
MoMA
9 Cockroach or 
termite
10 Al Jolson classic
11 Two scout 
groups?
12 Player's rep
13 Full of substance
18 Cross to bear
22 Like omelets
25 Biblical water-to- 
wine site
26 Missing roll call, 
say
27 Two charts?
28 Salt's place on a 
margarita glass
29 Word-guessing 
game
30 Wild about
31 “Wow. I didn't 
know that!"
33 Event not to be 
missed
Puzzi« by Fr«d PItcop
35 "Not to mention
36 Dark loaves
38 "However
39 Is afflicted with
41 Mannerly guy
42 Lopsided win. in 
slang
44 Rocking toy, in 
tot-speak
45 Of the flock
46 Lion in “The 
Chronicles of 
Narnia"
47 Oil company 
acquired by BP
48 Online
publications, 
briefly *
50 Small argument
51 Greek Cupid
52 Govern
53 Going___tooth
and nail
.54 Go like hell
55 Old U S gas 
brand
58 “Fourscore and 
seven years___
SU do ku
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Round-up
con tin u ed  froin />,ii>c 12
junior riglu-liaiulcr l.ugLMic Wright 
pill, lutl 7 1 /.^  innings on tin. iiiouirI 
wliilc senior left lidder l.uke Yoder 
singled four times to lead (ail Poly 
to a 5-.  ^ vietory.
In the first, the Mustangs led off 
with a Voder single and a walk hy 
Bohhy( .roeker. Both scored on in­
field ground-outs to push Cal Poly 
to a 2-0 Cad Poly lead.
Call Poly then poured the of­
fense on. David Van Ost rand’s 
hases-loaded two-run douhle to the 
gap in right-center field in the fifth 
inning lifted the Mustangs to a 
4-0 advantage and Yoder’s two-out 
single to left in the sixth gave the 
Mustangs a 5-0 lead.
A pair t)f infield errors helped 
(ad State Northridge score three 
unearned runs in the seventh, hut 
Wright worked out of the jam, 
secured the first out in the eighth 
inning and turned the hall over 
to relief pitcher f rankie Reed for 
the final five outs of the game. Af­
ter pitching six scoreless innings, 
Wright (1-2) allowed three runs, all 
unearned, in the seventh inning. 
He walked two and struck out six 
to earn his first win as a Mustang.
Ihe loss went to (ail State 
Northridge freshman right-hander 
Alex Muren (2-1), who gave up four 
runs and four hits in Hve innings 
with six walks and three strikeouts.
On Saturday, C .J. Belanger’s 
three-run triple into the right-field 
corner capped a four-run Cal State 
Northridge rally in the eighth in­
ning as the Matadors snapped an 
8-8 tie to defeat Cial Poly 12-8.
(ial Poly started early; a line 
drive sacrifice Hy to center field hy 
D .J. (ientile gave (ial Poly a 1-0 
lead in the Hrst inning, hut early 
leads have not been a good sign for 
the Mustangs. Cial Poly is now 3-1 1 
in games in which it has scored in 
the Hrst inning.
Cial State Northridge built a 7-2 
advantage by the end of the Hfth 
inning.
Ihe Mustangs tallied three runs 
in the sixth on a RBI double by 
Gentile and a two-run double by 
David Van C3strand and tied the 
game in the seventh at 7-7 on a 
solo home run by (irockcr and a 
triple by Matt Jensen.
After the Matadors took an 8-7 
lead in the bottom o f the seventh, 
Yoder’s RBI single to left field in the 
eighth tied the game again at 8-8 
but Cal State Northridge regained 
the lead in the bottom of the eighth 
on Ryan Pineda’s run-scoring single 
up the middle, setting the stage for 
Belanger’s heroics.
Jensen was the lone Mustang to 
garner more than one hit.
Reed, the second o f three Cal 
Poly pitchers, took the loss, fall­
ing to 0-4 , allowing three runs and 
four hits in three innings in what 
was actually one of his best mound 
stints this season. Starter DJ Maul­
din surrendered seven runs and 
seven bits in four frames.
limmy Jolicoeur (4-0) picked up 
the win in relief for the Matadors, 
lie  allowed one run and two hits 
Saturday.
On I riday, Ckil Poly’s two home 
runs, one double and four RBIs 
by center fielder Adam Melker fell 
short as (ktl State Northridge ral­
lied for a 10-9 victory.
Melker hit a solo home run in 
the second inning, doubled in a run 
in the sixth and his two-run home 
run in the eighth tied the game at
8-8. He entered the game w'ith just 
one career home run -  in 2008 at 
Ckil State Pullerton.
Ihe .Mustangs scored another 
run in the eighth on Bobby (Crock­
er’s sacrifice fly to center field, tak­
ing a 9-8 lead.
But sophomore relief pitcher 
Jeff lohnson, gave up the lying and 
go-ahead runs in the bottom of the 
eighth on RBI doubles byCC.J. Be­
langer and Ridge (Carpenter as the 
.Matadors bounced back for the 
win.
Johnson had been pitching well 
before Priday’s game. He pitched 
four innings against U(C River­
side and 3 1/3 innings against U(C 
Santa Barbara -  striking out seven 
in each stint and getting both vic­
tories.But on Priday, Johnson gave 
up two walks and two hits, both 
doubles, in the eighth inning as the 
.Matadors rallied for a pair of runs 
and the victory.
Starting pitcher Matt I.eonard’s 
performance was a diHerent sttiry.
Leonard, continued the domi­
nance of his last three starts, allow­
ing just two earned runs over 18 
innings, surrendered six runs (three 
earned) and seven hits in four in­
nings Priday.
At the plate, Melker was the 
lone Mustang with more than one 
hit, going 3-for-4 with two home 
runs, a double and driving in four 
runs. He is the 33rd (Cal Poly player 
to hit two or more home runs in a 
game since the Mustangs moved to 
Division 1 in 1995.
(Cal State Northridge outhit (Cal 
Poly 13-9, led by (Carpenter and 
Brad Decatur, each with three hits. 
Ihe Matador oHense included sev­
en doubles, a triple and (Carpenter’s 
second home run of the season.
(Cal Poly will return to the dia­
mond next weekend as they travel 
to (Cal Sate Pullerton for a three- 
game conference series.
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Men’s tennis .senior Robert Poy 
finished his last home match as a 
Mustang with a decisive win, as the 
Mustangs defeated No. 73 Univer­
sity of San Prancisco, 4-3 in a non­
conference match on the Cal Poly 
courts Saturday.
“It was great to see (Robert Poy) 
go out on a great note with the 
win,” said Cal Poly head coach Jus­
tin McGrath. “He is an exceptional 
young man.”
Ihe match opened with (Cal Poly 
taking the doubles point, winning 
the second and third matches.
Brian MePhee and Blake Ward- 
man teamed in the second spot to 
win 8-5 over William Schumacher 
and Richard Bucalem. CCIenching 
the point was Matt Pawcett and 
Robert Poy w'ith an win over PCinar 
Hart and Mark De(Castro.
In singles play the Mustangs 
won the No. 2, 4 and 6 spots to 
win the match.
Matt Pawcett won at No. 2 in 
straight sets over Hart. Drew Ja­
cobs won in the No. 4 spot with a 
win over Riciiard Bucalem.
But it was Poy who picked up 
the deciding win at the No. 6 spot. 
Poy defeated William Schumacher 
to seal the win for the Mustangs.
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Ihe (Cal Poly women’s tennis team 
honored its four seniors with a 7-0 
sweep of U(C Riverside on Mustang 
(Courts Saturday aftermion. In the
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Senior Suzie Matzenauer (above) finished her final match on Mustang Courts with a doubles and singles win.
win, the program dropped just one 
set in the closing match of both the 
home and conference pttrtions of 
its spring schedule.
“ Ihe win was a great way to 
conclude our Big West schedule. 
We got back from Priday’s match 
at No. 39 Saint Mary’s (loss, 4-3) 
at midnight, slept, began warming 
up at 8:30 a.m. and played with the 
same energy we have all year,” (Cal 
Poly head coach Hugh Bream said.
Having claimed the doubles 
point during 16 of 20 spring out­
ings, Cal Poly’s 41 St-ranked senior 
tandem of Brittany Blalock and Su­
zie Matzenauer opened the match 
with a victory versus Angélique 
(Corpuz and Roxanne Plata. Senior 
Steffi Wong and freshman Alexa 
Lee triumphed by the same score at 
No. 2 against Nadia Sakhakorn and 
Donna McCullough before senior 
Diane Pilip and junior Ashley Pane 
finalized the sweep with an 8-6 win 
versus Taylor Raney and Natalie 
McKay.
Blalock opened CCal Poly’s sin­
gles effort with a victory at No. 1 
versus Sakhakorn, while at No. 2 
the 99th-ranked Matzenauer pre­
vailed against McCullough. At No. 
3, Wong claimed a victory against 
Raney before Pilip swept McKay. 
Lee posted a triumph at No. 5 ver­
sus (Corpuz before sophomore Joce­
lyn Davis solidified the sw’eep with 
a victory at No. 6 against Plata.
(Cal Poly (14-6, 6-2) concludes 
its regular season schedule at Pres- 
no State noon on Saturday.
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Sophomore Whitney Sisler won the 
high jump while freshman Taylor 
Herrera won the 200 meter dash in 
the second day of competition at 
the Mt. Sac. Relays Priday.
Sisler tied for first in the high 
jump when she cleared 5-feet, 10 
'i  inches. She finished tied with 
Washington State’s Hollv Parent
and Paola Saraid Puientes from 
Mexico.
Herrera won the 200-meter 
dash with a time of 21.10 seconds 
—  his previous best was 21.36 at 
the Presno State dual meet last 
month. Herrera’s time is the fastest 
run at (Cal Poly since Kaaron (Con- 
wright ran a 20.69 in 1999, and is 
the eighth fastest time in (Cal Poly 
history.
Senior Joe (iatel finished sec­
ond in the “Open A” 5000 meters 
with a time of 13:57.54 minutes. 
It was the fourth fastest time in 
school history behind Ben Bruce 
(13 :40 .9), Jim Schankel (13:48.1) 
and Carmelo Rios (13:57.4).
Carl Dargitz finished third in 
the “Open B ” 5000 meters with a 
personal best of 14:08.49 minutes, 
while Rebecca Paddack finished 
14th in the women’s 5000 with a
new personal record o f 16:58.74 
minutes, improving on her old 
mark of 17:1 1.72.
Junior Jasmine Pickett and an­
other solid day placing second in 
the triple jump with a mark of 41- 
feet, 3 ' 4  inches. She added a third 
with a jump of 19-feet, 9 V2 inches 
in the long jump.
Preshman Korben Boaz just 
missed his season-best in placing 
eighth in the discus. Boaz hit his 
mark on his final attempt of 165- 
feet, 5 inches.
Sophomore Blake McDowell 
ran a season best 1:52.05 minutes 
in the 800-meter event. McDowell 
finished 12th and improved on his 
previous best o f 1:52.26 set at (Cal- 
Nevada Championships.
Kevin Jones cleared a season best 
1 5-fcet, 7 inches in placing sixth in 
the pole vault.
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Freshman Rebecca Panon (above) pitched a complete game shutout in the second game of Saturday $ double header.
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GAME 1:
CAL POLY 7. 
eSU FUUERTOII 6 
GAME 2: 
CALP0LY3, 
eSU RILLERTmi 0 
GAME 3:
CAL POLY 5. 
eSU R ILU R TQ II 3
Alex Kacik
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In two consecutive innings, pitch­
er Rebecca Patton stared down a 
C'al State Fullerton batter with 
the bases loaded. Both times, the 
poi.sed right-hander struck them 
out swinging on an off-speed pitch 
low and away.
“ Ihe defense feels comfortable 
around her because we could he up 
by 10 or down by 10, her demean­
or is the same,” softball head coach 
Jenny Condon said. “She doesn’t 
get frazzled and she has really ma­
tured.”
Condon wasn’t surprised by Pat­
ton’s clutch pitching that led C'al
Poly (18-17, 7-2 Big West) to a 5-3 
win over the Titans Sunday at Bob 
Janssen Field. Staying locused is the 
key to her success, C'ondon said.
“She keeps the game simple. She 
throws pitch to pitch and stays in 
the present: for a lot of pitchers 
that’s hard to do,” she said.
Patton pitched 13 innings in 
C'al Poly’s three-game sweep over 
Fullerton, allowing two earned 
* runs on 16 hits. She accumulated 
three wins in the series (6-4), the
son and refocused on throwing her 
pitches and hitting her spots,” she 
said. “Her pitches weren’t moving 
enough and when she was missing, 
she was missing over the plate.”
C^ al Poly jumped out to a quick 
lead. Sophomores Nora Sobezak 
and Kendal Hennings opened the 
game with consecutive base hits 
and Krysten C'ary cashed them in 
with a two-run double. Stephanie 
C^orreia extended the lead to 3-0 by 
launching a double herself.
during the second as sophomore 
third baseman Kendal Hennings 
launched a triple. Cal Poly then 
moved ahead 5-0 in the fifth as 
freshman second baseman Shea 
Williams singled to left.
“Shea (who is hitting .333 in 
conference) has done a great job,” 
C'ondon said. “(Prior to conference 
play) she actually was just play­
ing defense; since conference, she 
has stepped up, committed to her 
swing and been disciplined at the 
plate. She has been a pleasant sur-
State Fullerton singled 
up the middle in the sixth which 
scored two to spoil Patton’s shut­
out. The hit drove Patton from 
the mound, but senior Helen Peña 
finished the game and earned her 
second collegiate save.
Patton was not nervous at all 
when the tying run came up to the 
plate for Fullerton in the top o f the 
seventh.
“I knew Helen could do it,” she 
said.
The Mustangs move into first 
place in conference with a one-game 
lead over Cal State Northridge after 
they lost to UC' Santa Barbara Sun­
day. The Mustangs extended their 
winning streak to six games.
“We’re firing on all cylinders at 
this point . ..  We’re not at our peak 
yet and that’s nice to see,” C'ondon 
said.
In the first game of Saturday’s 
doubleheader, Patton reinforced 
her role as a clutch performer. Her 
run-scoring single during the bot­
tom of the seventh inning cata­
pulted the Mustangs to a 7-6 win. 
Yet, the win didn’t come without 
controversy.
C^ al State Fullerton catcher Mor­
gan I.emond seemingly tagged out 
C^ ary with her glove before reaching 
the plate, which would have sent 
the game to extra innings. But after 
the umpire crew convened, it con­
firmed Lemond tagged Cary with 
her glove while the ball remained 
in her right hand.
Ihe .second game of the double 
header was a convincing 3-0, led 
by Patton’s complete game shutout, 
giving up four walks and striking 
out five.
C^ al Poly will face off against 
Long Beach State this weekend.
GAME1:
CAL POLY 9, 
eSU NORTHRiDGE 10 
GAME 2:
CAL POLY B. 
eSU NORTHRIDGE 12 
GAME 3:
CAL POLY 5, 
eSU NORTHRIDGE 3
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It took more than half the season, 
but with a victory in the final game 
o f a three-game series against C'al 
State Northridge (20-15, 2-4 Big 
West), the Mustangs (10-23, 3-6) 
tallied their 10th win o f the season 
—  a feat that took last year’s team 
14 games to accomplish.
To date, C'al Poly has never had 
to wait this long to get victory 
number 10 in its 16-year Division 
1 history. Ihe previous mark was set 
just two years ago, on April 9, when 
it took Ihe Mustangs 27 games to 
grab double-digit victories.
In the win, Sunday afternoon,
see Round-up, page I /
(Patton) keeps the game simple. 
She throws pitch to pitch and 
stays in the present; for a lot o f 
pitchers that’s hard to do.
—  Jenny Condon
Softball head coach
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latter coming with just more than 
five innings o f work in which she 
gave up two runs while notching a 
career-high seven strikeouts.
Ihe freshman admitted she had 
difficulty adjusting to collegiate 
competition that she previously 
held in awe. But after shaking the 
early-season jitters, she has recently 
found her rhythm.
“In the beginning I was throw­
ing timid ...  I was wondering if 1 
could compete with them,” Patton 
said. “Now that I’m feeling more 
comfortable and I can compete 
with them. I’m throwing my game 
...  (I trust) the pitches will do what 
they arc supposed to do.”
C'ondon attributed the pitcher’s 
past struggles to pitch lociltion. 
“She struggled early in the sea­
“In the at bat I actually hit an 
outside pitch but I was just look­
ing for whatever she had to give 
me,” said Cary, who leads the team 
in batting average (.343), slug­
ging percentage (.571) and home 
runs (5). “It was low and out and 
I took it back up the middle —  it 
felt good.”
C'al State Fullerton threat­
ened in the second and third, but 
stranded six runners on base. C'al 
Poly practices tho.se game scenarios 
thoroughly in practice to minimize 
mistakes.
“We have to throw all o f those 
situations out in practice so we get 
all the butterflies out and so we are 
ready for them in a game,” Cary 
said.”
The Mustangs added a run
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Starting pitcher Matt Leonard (above) has allowed just two earned runs in 
his past 18 innings pitched. He allowed three earned runs Friday afternoon.
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